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Abstract 
An automated visual inspection system has been 

developed for use with surface mount devices (SMDs) on a 
printed circuit board (PCB). The system is capable of 
inspecting minute solder joints of fine pitch components as 
small as 0.3mm pitch QFP leads. A solder joint is judged 
using a height image and an intensity image that are 
detected by a unique confocal height sensor. A solder joint 
is classified based on the extracted features of solder fillet 
shape and correlation between a lead and its pad position. 
Therefore, accurate recognition of these components from 
the images is extremely important for reliable inspection. 
However, the shape of a solder fillet varies greatly, 
depending on factors such as the soldering process, material 
of the lead and the solder itself. Furthermore, the height 
sensor sometimes detects erroneous height data, observed as 
spike noise caused by insufficient reflection light from the 
inclined specula surface of a solder fillet. The present 
authors developed a unique noise reduction algorithm that 
utilizes a model shape of a solder joint as well as a 
statistical edge detection algorithm based on highest 
probability to recognize a solder joint without influence of 
noise. Each component of a solder joint is recognized by a 
method customized for the type of it, in order to achieve 
reliable recognition of various shapes of solder joints. 
Evaluation of the system confirms that it realizes a 100% 
defect detection rate and a very low false alarm rate (0.16%). 
The present paper describes the employed inspection 
algorithm and briefly explains the developed automated 
inspection system. 

1. Introduction 
The continuing trend toward smaller sized PCBs and 

higher component density has been accelerated by the 
popularization of personal data terminals such as notebook 
computers and portable telephones. Since soldering cannot 
be guaranteed to be free of defects, visual inspection of 
solder joints is indispensable. However, visual inspection 
by a human operator has become more difficult as 
components of finer pitch has been increasingly mounted 
on PCBs. 

Various kinds of automated solder joint inspection 
techniques have been reported to date1)-5). With the 
exception of the X-ray method, commercially available 
solder inspection systems can be roughly classified into two 
categories according to the inspection method: a multi-level 
tiered illumination approach and a triangulation method. 

The tiered illumination m e t h ~ d ~ ) - ~ )  can detect the 
inclination angle of a target surface by illuminating the 

surface from various incident angles and detecting reflected 
light; usually from above the target surface. A variant of 
this system uses the same principle but illuminates the 
joint surface using a laser beam positioned above the solder 
joint and detects reflected light from various angles8). Since 
these methods detect 3-D shapes indirectly based on a 
surface inclination, they have the inherent limitation of 
being unable to detect surfaces that incline more than 45" or 
those that have steps; they can only detect 3-D shapes of 
gentle portions of a solder fillet and cannot measure lift of 
lead, which is necessary for detection of the no-connection 
defect 

The laser triangulation method9) can detect the 3-D 
shape of a target directly but it has a inherent problem of 
secondary reflection which may cause inaccurate detection 
of height of a specula surface. 

Moreover, both of the methods are affected by the 
problem of a dead angle; i.e. light reflected from a fillet is 
obstructed by the body of a component in the view field of 
the detector. Because of poor performance of 3-D shape 
acquisition, to inspect solder joints using existing systems 
based on 3-D shape analysis has been difficult. As a result, 
existing systems must rely on analysis of intensity patterns 
for judgment of a solder joint. Since an intensity image is 
severely influenced by various soldering conditions, 
conventional inspection algorithms cope with the change of 
intensity image by modifying inspection parameters. 
However, each time production conditions are changed, 
these methods require time to optimize the parameters. 
Thus in actual production line, they often fail to contribute 
to the quality assurance of PCBs. 

This problem has been overcome by development of an 
automated solder joint inspection system based on 3-D 
shape analysis. A newly developed confocal height sensor 
has been applied to detect 3-D shape accurately without 
influence of secondary reflection. The developed algorithm 
analyzes features of detected three-dimensional shapes very 
precisely and judges defects based on understandable 
physical values of 3-D shape features. 

2. Objects of inspection and technical issues 
The objects of inspection are SMDs such as chip 

components as small as 1005 size (1.0mmx0.5mm) and 
gull wing lead components such as QFPs (Quad Flat 
Packages) and SOPS (Small Outline Packages) whose lead 
pitch is as small as 0.3mm pitch. Figure 1 shows typical 
defects to be detected including lead misplacement, no 
connection, bridge and insufficient solder. The ability to 



detect these defects through their threedimensional shape is 
essential. 

The major technical issue concerning an inspection 
algorithm is to realize accurate and reliable inspection of 
various types of solder joints based on three-dimensional 
analysis. Solder joints vary in shape depending on various 
soldering conditions, such as the soldering process, the 
quantity of solder and the presence of flux. However, the 
algorithm should allow inspection without modification of 
inspection parameters, thus making the system applicable 
to many kinds of PCBs in an actual production line. 
Furthermore, detected height image sometimes includes 
noise. Therefore, the algorithm should enable robust and 
precise recognition of various shapes of a solder joint 
without using data regarding soldering conditions in order to 
realize reliable inspection performance. 

3. 3-D shape detection 
Figure 2 shows the principle of the confocal 

microscope. A pin hole is set at a conjugate position of an 
objective's focal position so that only light which passes 
through the pin hole is detected by a sensor. When a target 
surface is at the objective's focal position, light reflected 
from the target surface focuses at the pin hole. Therefore, 
all the light passes through the pin hole, and can be detected 
by the sensor. However, when the target surface lies outside 
the objective's focal plane, reflected light is focused in front 
of or behind the pin hole, and as a result only a portion of 
the reflected light can be detected through the pin hole. 
From this principle, one can deduce that when a target 
having a complex shape is detected, the portion of the target 
lying in the objective's focal plane is detected as being 
brighter than the other portions. In other words, the height 
associated with the bright area in the detected image can be 
identified. Using this method to identify height in the 
image is time consuming because plural images should be 
acquired at different heights of a target. 

In order to shorten the image acquisition time, a new 
detection method using the confocal principle has been 
developed (Figure 3). In this system, the target surface is 
illuminated by a narrow-focus laser beam. Several pin 
holelsensor pairs are set at different focusing positions 
corresponding to different target heights, and the sensors 
detect the reflected light simultaneously. The height 
corresponding to the sensor that detects the maximum 
intensity is regarded as the target height. This can be used 
to obtain resoluble height steps of equal in number to the 
sensors. Height resolution has been increased by assuming 
that each sensor's output can be plotted to obtain a 
Gaussian function as shown in Figure 3, where the peak of 
the Gaussian function corresponds to the target height. In 
addition to the height value, the maximum intensity of all 
the sensors is outputted as intensity value. 

The illuminating laser spot is scanned by a polygonal 
mirror oriented in the X-direction. By moving the Y-stage 
perpendicular to the paper, the entire 3-D shape of a target 
is determined. 

4. Image processing algorithm 
Under normal conditions, the detected images of a solder 

fillet, especially the intensity image, are heavily influenced 
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Figure 2 Principle of confocal microscope 

Figure 3 Principle of 3D image detection method 
by factors such as the soldering process, component type, 
material of the lead and of the solder itself, the quantity of 
solder, oxidation of the solder fillet and the presence of flux. 
Therefore, the detected height image is primarily used for 
recognition of the solder joint, and the intensity image is 
used for increasing reliability. 

Figure 4 shows the flow of the developed algorithm. 
Based on CAD data, an image processing window is set to 
include one solder joint. The developed algorithm is applied 
to each window to recognize the lead, pad and solder fillet. 
Subsequently the solder joint is evaluated according to 
physical criteria such as fillet length, width and height, 
misplacement of the lead from its pad, lift of the lead and 
steepness of the solder fillet (Figure 5). The following 
section describes the developed image processing techniques 
and defect judgment algorithm. 
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Figure 4 Algorithm flow 
4.1 Image processing techniques 

This sub section describes two developed image 
processing techniques; noise reduction and edgk detection. 
These techniques enable reliable recognition of various 
shapes of solder joints even when noise pixels are present 
in a height image. 
(A) Noise reduction . , 

Since connection between a lead and a pad is judged 
based on its toe shape, accurate recognition of toe fillet 
shape is extremely important for reliable inspection of fine- 
pitch-lead LSIs. Because of insufficient light reflected from 
the specula surface of a solder fillet, the height sensor 
sometimes detects erroneous height data, observed as spike 
noise. Spike noise is detected especially at the connection 
between a lead and a solder fillet because the reflection from 
the steep surface of the solder fillet is very weak. Because 
the noise widely spreads in the vicinity of a lead, 
conventional techniques such as employing a median filter 
are not effective in eliminating noise pixels. Our algorithm 
distinguishes noise pixels from pixels depicting true height 
by comparing the height of pixels with a rough 3-D model 
of the solder joint. Subsequently, an improved median filter 
is applied to eliminate recognized noise-pixels. 

This process has the following features: 
(1) Recognition of noise pixels based on a rough model of 

the solder joint in order to prevent removal of correct 
height pixels upon removal of noise pixels. 

(2) Intensity image is used to avoid enlargingtshrinking a 
region (e.g. lead or fillet) by substitution of noise 
pixels. 
As shown in Figure 6 (a), noise appears outside the 

edge of the lead. Therefore, the conventional median filter 
may enlarge the lengthlwidth of the lead and this may lead 
to misunderstanding of the lead position. Furthermore, this 
may increase the number of noise pixels (Figure 6 (b)), 
thus degrading detection of the 3-D shape of the fillet. 

The developed algorithm overcomes this problem by 
using the intensity image. The procedure is as follows; 
(a) Detect rough lead height and PCB height using a 

histogram of the height image. 
(b) Recognize a pixel as noise if its height is considerably 

higher than the lead height or considerably lower than 
the PCB height. 

(c) For each noise pixel, extract neighboring pixels whose 
intensity value are similar to that of the noise pixel and 
whose height values are not recognized as noise. 
Change the height value of the noise pixel to the 
median height value of the extracted pixels. If no 
neighboring pixels satisfy the above condition, do not 
change the height value of the noise pixel. 

(d) Repeat step (b) and (c) until no pixels in the height 
image are changed. 
The above algorithm can decrease noise at the solder 

fillet (Figure 6 (c)), thus enabling accurate edge detection 
from the height image. 
(B) Edge detection 

Some noise pixels may remain in the height image even 
after being subjected to the noise reduction process. 
Therefore, a statistical edge detection algorithm that can 
detect a edge without being influenced by noise has been 
developed. This method can also be employed to determine 
the edge of a segment whose pixel values are not very 
stable, such as an intensity image of a pad. This is usually 
detected as bright; however, intensity may be reduced 
depending on various conditions such as solder fillet shape 
or oxidization. 

The developed algorithm determines an edge position to 
exist at a location where the probability of existence of an 



reliable edge detection by maximizing probability of the 
occurrence. 

Following edge detection, a local interval is designated 
as the recognized edge is located at the center of this 
interval and all the pixel values within the interval are 
approximately equal to Th. The actual edge is finally 

surrounded by primarily recognized within the interval where the slope of the profile 
reaches a maximum. 

Figure 9 shows a result of edge detection from an 
intensity image. The developed algorithm could detect the 
edges even when the conventional binarization method 
could not. 
4.2 Defect judgment algorithm 

This section describes the processing of each defect 
judgment algorithm. 
(A) Recognition of lead 

Lead location is determined by detecting toe edge and 
side edges of the lead from a height image. A misplacement 

(b) (c) defect can be judged by the amount of overhang of the lead 
tip in relation to its pad. Therefore, the algorithm first Figure 6: (a) Originally detected height image. 
derermines the toe edge of (he lead, kn deternines the side (b) lmage filtered by conventional median 

filter. (c) lmage filtered iby developed filter. edges of the lead from the image in the vicinity of the 
detected toe edge. 

edge reaches a maximum. The probability of a pixel A large quantity of solder may hide the toe edge of a lead 
&longing to the target is assumed be the in a height image. In order to be usable for detecting edges 
following sigmoid function (Figure 7). of various shapes of solder fillets, the algorithm detects lead 

~(l '(x)=l) = 1 (1) toe edge based on the differential of gradient angle at a lead 
I + e-(i(xhnP and at a solder fillet, as shown in Figure 10 (a). The toe 

where i(x): pixel value edge is recognized as the position where the differential of 
;(x): ~f the pixel belongs to the target, this value an angle, 8, reaches its smallest value. The algorithm finds 

is set to othenvise this value is set to 0. the position using the coordinate transform method instead 

2%: threshold value of using trigonometric functions which would consume a 

T: parameter to decide shape of the sigmoid large quantity of computational power. In order to calculate 

function the differential of the gradient at a point, the algorithm 
In this assumption, the probability of a pixel belonging 

to the target exceeds 50% when its pixel value exceeds 
threshold value, 2%. 

As an example, let's consider edge detection of a profile a 
shown in Figure 8. When the edge position, Xe, is equal to g 
x2, the value of [(x) must be 0 between x l  and x2 and 
must be 1 between x2 and x3. Therefore, probability of this 
occurrence, P(Xe = x2), is calculated using the following 
expression. 

I -~(:(x)=l))Q A= ~(:(x)=l) 
Figure 7 Sigmoid function Figure 8 Edge detection 

Since thesecond term- is constant for a given value of 
x2, the maximum probability, p(xe=x2) is c&ulated based 
on only the first term. Therefore, edge position, x2, is 
determined as the point where the following expression 
reaches its maximum value. 

y r=d (2%-i(x)) (3) 
The profile shown in f i m  8 includes intervals located 

to the r&ht side of the actual edge where the value of the 
profile is below the threshold value. Conventional 
algorithms may misdetect the edge because of influence 
from those intervals. The developed algorithm can achieve 

Figure 9: (a) Pad edge detected by 
conventional binarization method. (b) Edge 
detected by developed algorithm 



right of the point, as shown in Figure 10 (a). In order to 
evaluate the angular difference of angle between two tangent 
vectors, a and b, we employ a u-v coordinate space 
wherein the abscissa is parallel with b . In u-v coordinates, 
the vector a is expressed as a' , which is calculated using 
the following expression. 

The toe edge is detected at the position where the value 
of a: /a; reaches a maximum. This method enables reliable 
determination of an unclear edge of a lead toe. 

Since the side of a fillet is very steep and the light 
reflected from that portion is of low intensity, detected 
height data sometimes contains much noise at that portion. 
When the noise covers a large region, the employed noise 
filter cannot completely remove noise. Therefore, a robust 
edge detection algorithm is necessary for reliable 
determination of side edges of a lead. The developed edge 
detection algorithm previously explained is employed for 
reliable detection of side edges from height images. 
(B) Recognition of pad 

The detected pad image is greatly influenced by the 
quantity of solder. As shown in Figure 11 (a), the pad is 
visible in an intensity image when the quantity of solder is 
small. Contrast between pad and the surrounding area in a 
height image is low compared with that in an intensity 
image. However, as shown in Figure 11 (b), when the 
quantity of solder is large, the pad is covered by solder fillet 
and is invisible. Therefore, the developed algorithm checks 
a pad in order to determine whether its surface is visible or 
covered by solder. The algorithm first attempts to recognize 
pad edges from an intensity image, and if this fails, the pad 
edges are detected from a height image. 

Because a visible pad is detected as being bright, a 
bright region in an intensity image is recognized as being a 
pad. However, the intensity of the pad is greatly influenced 
by fillet shape, oxidization, or the presence of flux. 
Therefore, a robust algorithm is necessary for determination 
of pad edges. The edge detection technique explained 
previously is employed in order to increase robustness. If 
the distance between the detected pad edges is shorter than 
design pad width, then the pad is considered to be invisible. 

In edge detection from a height image design pad width 
is referred to in order to avoid influence by other edges in 
the vicinity of a pad such as a resist edge (Figure 11 (d)). 
Initially, threshold height is determined based on the 
detected PCB substrate height and the assumption that the 
pad edge cannot be much higher than the PCB substrate. 

mint at which to calculate 

When flux is present on the PCB surface, pad edges are very 
indistinct. Therefore, these edges are detected based on the 
second derivative of the height image. The second derivative 
is determined at two points separated by a distance equal to 
design pad width, as shown in Figure 11 (d). These points 
are scanned from left to right in order to find the points 
where the sum of the second derivatives reaches a 
maximum. Pad edges are determined to exist at these 
positions provided that both points are lower than the 
threshold height. 

Pad height is detected from a height image of a region 
within the detected pad region. In order to determine actual 
pad height without influence of the solder fillet, a 
histogram calculation window is designated such that a 
smaller fillet area is included in the window. If the window 
is designated at a location distant from the lead toe, it may 
straddle the pad region and the histogram would include 
PCB substrate height. Therefore, the fillet shape is analyzed 
in order to locate the window around the toe of the solder 
fillet. Pad height is recognized as a peak of the histogram. 
(C) Fillet extraction 

Since fillet shape is usually very gentle at the toe, 
simple comparison of fillet height with pad height is 
insufficient for accurate detection of the fillet toe. Fillet 
height decreases with increasing distance from the lead toe, 
whereas pad area remains relatively constant. Thus, the 
fillet toe is determined as the position where the height is 
close to the pad height and the height gradient becomes 
non-negative. The portion whose height exceeds pad height 
and which is located between the lead toe and the fillet toe 
is recognized as being the solder fillet. 

Following extraction of the fillet, the solder joint is 
evaluated according to the inspection criteria shown in 
Figure 5. Approximately 10 inspection pararneters are used 
for the defect judgment algorithm described above. Almost 
all image processing pararneters can be determined based on 
design data of component and judgment criteria are 
understandable physical values. Therefore, these parameters 
and the criteria do not have to be modified even when the 
soldering conditions are changed. 

5. Automated inspection system 
Figure 12 shows the external appearance of the 

developed automated system. The acquired image is 
distributed to three image processing RISC boards, which 
perform parallel processing. The entire inspection algorithm 
is installed on the RISC boards, which are arranged on a 
PCIAT. A VME bus-based microcomputer system is 
connected to the PCIAT by ethernet and is used for 
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(a) cross s"ection of (b) Coordinate Figure 11 : (a) Intensity image of visible pad. (b) 
solder fillet and lead transformation Intensity image of invisible pad. (c) Height image of 
Figure 10 Determination of lead toe edge (b). (d) Cross section profile of (c). 



(b) Height image 
Figure 14 Example of detected defects 

Table 1. Evaluation results 

solder joints based on three-dimensional shape analysis. In 
order to realize stable recognition without being influenced 
by erroneous height data resulting from insufficient light 
reflected from the steep portion of a solder fillet, the present 
authors have developed a unique noise reduction algorithm 
utilizing a model shape of the solder joint, as well as a 
statistical edge detection algorithm based on the highest 
probability of edge location. Results of evaluation of the 
developed system confirm that it realized a 100% defect 
detection rate and a 0.16% false alarm rate. These results 
show that the system shows promises as being usable in an 
actual production line. 

Figure 13 Example of detected image 
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